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We have a car we have wanted to buy since last week. Sent information to dealership. Still waiting!
Answered all of the questions. Would recommend. Will recommend to my friends and family ! I went
to look at the corolla, and overall it was a smooth, relaxed experience. I recommend this business to
others looking for cars. Nice folks to deal with. He and his staff greeted us and offered as much
knowledge about the vehicle as they knew. Thanks CarGurus for your service.He described the
vehicle and said if it wasnt what he said it was he would buy my gas for making the trip. I had to
travel 100 miles one way. He also meet me on Sunday because that was the only day I could make
the trip. I bought the truck. I would recommend Orange Bear Motors, its great to deal with honest
people. Had more scratches and dents than they said also reading coolant was low and oh they just
forgot to fill it up is what I was told. Really just a sketchy place The meager worked with us in
negotiating the sale. Just did the signing and got keys. I bought the car. He was thorough, My
salesman, Ryan, was very helpful. Unfortunately, his manager tried to add the price of my old
tradein to my offer on another car that just came in. When that was fixed, my bank refused to
finance it saying it was extremely over priced. I wish I could have those 5 hours back. Back promptly
and gave me accurate information on the truck which was not favorable for what I was looking for. I
appreciated the honesty from them even though it didn’t help them make a sale. I would definitely
go back. Thanks I waited a long time to find exactly what. I wanted, and GAF topped it with fantastic
customer service. This was one of best Perry When I emailed them, Hilary reached out to me
instantly telling me it was still available. When I got there the jeep was all cleaned up sitting out
front. Jason and Chuck had me on the road in my Jeep in less than an hour. Thanks again guys and I
will definitely send people your
way!http://www.brocante.ayz.pl/userfiles/casio-1170-atc-1200-manual.xml

dodge ram 3500 diesel manual transmission for sale, dodge ram 3500 diesel manual
transmission, dodge ram 3500 diesel manual, dodge ram 3500 dually manual
transmission, dodge ram 3500 cummins manual, 2018 dodge ram 3500 diesel manual
transmission for sale, 2006 dodge ram 3500 diesel manual transmission, 2003 dodge
ram 3500 diesel manual transmission, 2018 dodge ram 3500 diesel manual
transmission, dodge ram 3500 diesel dually manual transmission, dodge ram 3500
diesel manual, dodge ram 3500 diesel manual, dodge ram 3500 diesel manual
transmission.

The staff there were friendly and helpful. I did not find the truck I wanted but sure do wish I will find
it with them. Very helpful. But not forthcoming about air conditioning not working Designated as the
oneton pickup the 1500 was the halfton and the 2500 was the threequarters ton, the 3500 provided
the ultimate heft and muscle for towing up to 16,000 pounds. The twodoor pickup was available with
rearwheel or 4wheel drive, and was powered by either a 5.9 V8, a 5.9 turbodiesel, or the more
powerful 8.0 V10. Dodge claimed all the Ram pickups had the most cabin space and best towing
power of the fullsize pickup class. Unlike the other two Rams, the 3500 was offered with either
single or dual rear wheels. Over the years, trim names change somewhat, but basically came in a
base now the ST, powerequipped SLT, or the luxurious Laramie, which was more oriented towards
ride comfort in terms of offering leather seats, a power drivers seat, and dualzone climate control. A
year later, the first fullsize fourdoor pickup was introduced with the Quad Cab, featuring
wideswinging rearhinged doors for easy access. While the Ram pickup was the first in its segment to
offer standard 4wheel ABS brakes, the 3500 comes only with rearwheel ABS. Side curtain airbags,
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also an industry, first, are optional. A Hemi V8 appeared in 2003, along with a major overhaul to the
Ram lineup to make it more competitive and regain its oncedominant status in the market. The other
engine option was the 5.9 turbodiesel, which had slowly gained horsepower ratings to reach a
maximum of 325 in 2006. In 2007, this diesel engine is replaced by a 350hp 6.7 liter turbodiesel I6
and a new 6speed automatic transmission. A Mega Cab version of the Ram 3500 arrived in 2006,
with a focus on passenger comfort. Available only with the short bed, it devotes space to a
segmentleading 44.2 inches of front and rear legroom, with rear seats that recline and fold
flat.http://www.monarchiaerembolt.hu/tmp/casio-110-cr-cash-register-manual.xml

With the Mega, Dodge has clearly begun marketing consumers wanting a combination of a powerful
workhorse with a comfortable family car. Other than that this has been a great truck. I only drive
this truck occasionally due to the fact I drive a company truck. Beautiful vehicle.I love cruising with
this reliable truck. With its LED day driving lights, spray in bed liner, goose neck, backflip fibermax
tonneaux cover, stainless steel bed caps, bed side rails and tie downs, as well as his LED back lights
he is an awesome good looking truck with the option to pull a house.After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when its
time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. And if you only want
to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing, our filters can
help with that too. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from. Call
306 661 8138No rips or bad marks on interior awesome shape comes with brand new rims and tires
only a couple months old which cost 2600 alone. Also truck has smarty sensor comes with deck as I
used it to haul side by side!!! I use truck everyday so not in a rush to sell just wanting to upgrade
soon!! You can call or text 4033394074 ask for cory asking 14,000 obo make a dealFront end
inspected and tight. New transmission bearing One owner and very well maintained nice deck and
large tool boxes. Comes with a 3500 watt inverter. Drayton valley.This truck has 382,000 km on it,
has always been.Has been parked in my garage since February, I dont drive it anymore Just want it
out of my garage.Truck has rust on cab and fenders and has 600000 km but I’m sure it will still pass
a CVIP. Power windows and locks. Truck has NEVER seen a.Call 306 661 8138Cloth seats, quad cab,
seats 6, 8foot long box. Power locks and windows, tow package, sprayin box liner.

No rust, great tires, and has never had any mechanical issues. This is an excellent truck in beautiful
condition. Message, or call Harvey at 780 674 three one four oneRuns and drives great,Manual
Transmission.Extended 4 door, 4 wheel drive, 6speed manual transmission, single rear wheels, 8
box. Needs work cosmetically, but mechanically it is very solid. Banks SixGun diesel tuner.This is a
very nice 6 speed manual truck. Its a Laramie so it has all the luxury from 2003 including heated
leather seats, It has a Bullydog chip set for trailer towing and straight pipe 5 inch exhaust. The truck
has 411,000 km on it, almost all of them pulling.Drivers side rear axle seal recently replaced as well.
Could use tire rotation. Has been a work truck since new and the condition shows. Im the third
owner, will get it detailed if necessary. Has subs under back seat, also comes with canopy missing
back windowNewer Michelin tires, Range Rider highrise canopy with sprayed in box liner. Comes
with 5th wheel air gate and goose neck hitch for 5th wheel trailer.MSRP generally excludes freight,
applicable fees and taxes. MSRP has been provided for illustrative and general information purposes
only. Dealers may sell for less; contact dealer for details. Also truck has smarty sensor comes with
deck as I used it to haul side by side!!! I use truck everyday so not in a rush to sell just wanting to
upgrade soon!! You can call or text 4033394074 ask for cory asking 14,000 obo make a dealDually
cab and chassis. 10’ flatdeck. 5.9 Cummins diesel. 4x4 with 5 speed transmission. Motor runs very
good. Has zero blow by. Has good power totally stock. Has some typical rust, but definitely less than
most you see of this vintage. Body overall in decent shape, but certainly not perfect..This sought
after diesel 4X4 pickup has 248,404 kms. Stock number U2324B is white in colour. It has a manual
transmission and is powered by a 5.9L I6 24V DDI OHV Turbo Diesel engine.
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To apply right now for financing use this link We pride ourselves on providing excellent customer
service. Stop by our dealership or give us a call at 1 866 7981597 for more information. Come
by.Truck has pto, and hydraulic system rigged to run power Tongs with an 8000lb warm winch on
deck. Body is average. Only issue with truck is aprox 60000km the trans was rebuilt have receipts
and I’m not sure what he aligned wrong but it pops out of 6 gear on deceleration. It’s a bit annoying
but we just dealt with it..Front end inspected and tight. Drayton valley.Cloth seats, quad cab, seats
6, 8foot long box. Message, or call Harvey at 780 674 three one four oneThis truck has 382,000 km
on it, has always been.Can supply or build yours. All have been inspected and repaired with case
savers and new chains all sold on an exchange basis.Has some dents but a great patina. Interested
in just about anything for trade thats worth while. Was going to rebuild but life has other plans.Put a
new Rim in the back spare tire on rack 5 speed Was going to fix the rust and all that but dont use
anymore i have another truck. Rusty 350000 km not looking for trades or anything.Looking to trade
a jdm 2003 Subaru wrx Sti for one, just search for it it’s on here.Has been parked in my garage since
February, I dont drive it anymore Just want it out of my garage.Truck has rust on cab and fenders
and has 600000 km but I’m sure it will still pass a CVIP. Message, or call Harvey at 780 674 three
one four oneMSRP generally excludes freight, applicable fees and taxes. Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram,
Mopar and SRT are registered trademarks of FCA US LLC. ALFA ROMEO and FIAT are registered
trademarks of FCA Group Marketing S.p.A., used with permission. Starting at price refers to the
base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and
offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer.

FCA strives to ensure that its website is accessible to individuals with disabilities. Should you
encounter an issue accessing any content on www.ramtrucks.com, please email our Customer
Service Team or call 1866RAMINFO, for further assistance or to report a problem. Access to is
subject to FCA’s Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. We apologize for this inconvenience and
encourage you to visit www.motortrend.com for the latest on new cars, car reviews and news,
concept cars and auto show coverage, awards and much more. MOTORTREND.COM Rarely do you
find someone destined and capable of handling both of those in a single build. Sabastian Luna was
determined to acheive this feat by the age of twentythree.He and his father drove to Texas to pick up
the diesel but when they arrived, the trucks 4x4 was inoperable. The general manager of the
dealership felt so bad that they drove that far that he offered up any used truck on the lot for that
same price. He chose a 14 Ram Megacab and brought it home. After two years of searching for the
right custom parts, he found Tyler at TruckWurx and brought him the Ram for the performance
work. Sebastian made the 800 mile drive by himself to the dealership to pick up his new rig. A
couple weeks later, Sebastian drove back to Texas to pick up the 26inch American Force wheels by
the only place that had them in stock. Sebastian called a tuner and told him he wanted a
superaggressive tune and told him if it blows up, he would be responsible. The saying is, if it werent
for bad luck, Id have no luck at all. Well once again disaster struck as eight months into owning the
brand new Ram, the engine blew. It sat there for a couple of months while Sebastian and Tyler
brainstormed what would be next. Tyler and his crew started with a tear down, initially removing the
engine. They stripped the engine down and prepped for paint.

Luckily the cylinders were not damaged by the valve that failed previously, so the cylinders were
honed keeping stock bore size. The block and transmission were sent to paint to stay on theme and
were also sprayed Metallic blue. Sebastians father had a friend that had done some custom painting.
Sebastian called up Tyler and asked if it would be possible to get the new Ram into SEMA based on
what the plans were. Tyler and the painters worked on the dually simultaneously trying to get the rig
finished for the show in Vegas. Sebastian wishes to thank his parents Gonzalo and Maria for all their
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help and support, because without them none of this would have been possible. His goal was to
reach his dreams at twentythree but with all the hard work and perseverance he was able to achieve
it at twentytwo years old. Shop Subscribe Home Latest News Jalopnik Reviews The Morning Shift
Nice Price Car Buying Video The Inventory Drive Free or Die. Prev Next View All What appears to be
the last remaining 2018 Ram 3500 Laramie that you can buy brand new with a manual transmission
has apparently been languishing on a dealer’s lot in Pennsylvania for more than six months. Folks, I
am crestfallen. Advertisement I’ve been tearfully rocking myself to sleep every night since we heard
America’s lastever brandnew stickshift Cummins diesel pickup trucks would be sold this year.
Shockingly, people who can actually afford these vehicles don’t seem to share my affinity for them.
This is the Last Year You Can Buy a New FullSized Pickup Truck With a Manual Transmission The
2018 Ram 2500 will be the last big truck you can buy with a manual transmission. Weitzmann did
some research on how many similar machines were left on lots around the country. As he shared
with me in an email “I searched our DealerConnect VIN Locator software, which shows me all of the
unsold new inventory within a radius up to 3,000 miles, and I verified that is the only 2018 3500
Laramie with a manual transmission.

There are a some 200 odd manual 2500s left, and about 50 manual 3500 Tradesman and SLT trucks,
but this is the last new manual Laramie 3500 in North America.” Advertisement Indeed, it’s worth
noting that this is a very good indicator that we’re looking at the last of its kind, as our own
professional car sales expert Tom McParland explained, noting “Dodge’s internal dealer inventory
search is pretty accurate. The only way it would be off is if there was by some chance a new car not
being sold by an FCA dealer.” That is all to say, while this is not the last manual Ram fullstop, it
looks like it’s the last luxuriouslyappointed one. Advertisement The Laramie is sort of a sweet spot in
Ram’s vast catalog of trim levels. Enthusiasts, myself included, usually say we want the most basic
flavor when it comes to utility rigs in Ram’s lineup, that would be a Tradesman. But after test driving
quite a few new trucks in my years at Jalopnik, I don’t mind admitting that some creature comforts
are nice. This one in particular with the chrome grill, simple polished wheels, 32 gallon fuel tank and
sixspeed transmission. man. Just, man. It looks righteous. Advertisement Of course, buying a truck
like this just for the looks would be pretty obnoxious. This vehicle is over 260 inches fronttoback and
weighs about as much as an aircraft carrier. But if you do need to do heavy lifting, the spec sheet
says the truck can pull almost 25,000 pounds and take more than 4,000 in its cargo bed. Caveat
emptor though the 6.7liter Cummins diesel engine is derated when it’s paired with a manual. It’s
only tuned to make 350 horsepower and 660 lbft of torque, while the same engine hooked up to an
automatic puts down a claims 370 hp 800 lbft. Advertisement Despite the fact that it is much cooler
and more fun to use, reality is that the G56 manual just isn’t as astoundingly robust as the Aisin
automatic. Still, if it were me, stick is life.

I would rather get the manual and see if I could strengthen it with the heavier clutch or something.
Below is an overview of some of the changes to our Privacy Policy. Click here to review FCA
Canada’s Privacy Policy. Our Privacy Policy explains how we collect, use and share your personal
information, and how you can contact us if you have any questions. This Privacy Policy applies to you
when you use our websites or applications “apps” on any device, or when you provide us your
personal information. How we collect, use and share information We collect data to serve you and
others with relevant information about FCA Canada. As you use our websites and apps, we may
collect information about you, your activity, preferences, location and transactions for the following
purposes To send or display advertising and marketing information to you, including updates about
new products and services, special offers, promotions, changes in website, apps or Privacy Policy.
We may send advertisements directly, such as by email, or display advertisements on our website or
other websites. To advertise to people who may share interests and characteristics similar to you To
fulfil recalls or any other purpose required by law To research to improve our websites, apps and
products, and to train our staff We may use technologies such as cookies, pixels, or similar



technologies and third party services such as analytical tools on our websites and apps to collect
data. We use this data to Monitor the use of our website and apps Improve content and performance
Personalize and deliver advertisements to you Understand how visitors use and interact with our
advertisements, websites and apps Personalize your online experience with FCA Canada You may set
your browser to notify you when you receive a cookie or to refuse receiving it. Further, you may
optout of receiving certain thirdparty behavioral ads by visiting the Digital Advertising Alliance, at.

Please note that even if you optout, or set your browser to reject cookies, you may still see FCA
Canada advertisements; however, such advertisements are not displayed to you based on cookies.
Changes to this Privacy Policy We may update or change our current Privacy Policy from time to
time and will post it on our websites and apps. Your continued use of our websites or apps or your
provision of personal information to us following a change in the Privacy Policy represents consent
to the new Privacy Policy. Therefore, we encourage you to periodically review this Privacy
Policy.Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience.Total Discounts may vary from time
to time and may vary considerably by model and trim. Retailers may sell for less. See your retailer
for complete details. Estimated payments are calculated based on the difference between the
residual value and the Net Amount, plus any lease finance charges. The APR is the effective interest
rate which includes the Consumer Cash which lower rate financing customers forego as a cost of
borrowing. For further offer details, click here. On approved credit on eligible retail deliveries. See
your retailer for complete details. For further offer details, click here. Total Discounts may vary from
time to time and may vary considerably by model and trim. See your retailer for complete details. On
approved credit on eligible retail deliveries. For further offer details, click here. Sign up now. The
driver must remain aware of their surroundings and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid
collisions. The driver must remain aware of their surroundings and be prepared to take corrective
action to avoid collisions. Total Discounts may vary from time to time and may vary considerably by
model and trim. Retailers may sell for less.Total Discounts may vary from time to time and may vary
considerably by model and trim. Retailers may sell for less.Its safe, efficient, and tremendously
capable.

And because of that, its our 2020 Truck of the Year. Standard wireless charging keeps your devices
charged with ease.,Doors feature both pockets and bins, and the available duallevel glove box helps
you stay organized with 2 distinct sections. The Ram 3500 offers interior options to meet the need,
from workgrade vinyl seats to 100% leather seating and realwood accents. What’s more, the Ram
3500 boasts impressive interior volume with up to 43.3 inches 1,100 mm of rear legroom, as well as
a wide array of available technology solutions for connectivity, entertainment and safety.With
individual temperature settings for both the driver and frontseat passenger, the available dualzone
automatic temperature control offers the ultimate in personalized comfort. Even better, drivers can
find immediate relief on cold Canadian mornings with the warmth of the available heated,
leatherwrapped steering wheel. The Ram 3500 interior is well lit and select models come with
extremely clear LED lighting to keep the cabin bright at any time. Not only is the centre console big
enough to hold a laptop or tools, it also features integrated cup holders and a place to put your
phone or even a tablet.The available 7inch, fullcolour centre display lets you personalize the format
and choose what information you want displayed.Voice commands of phone require a Bluetooth
compatible phone. Apple CarPlay compatibility, Android Auto TM smartphone integration Driving
while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even
with voice controls, when it is safe to do so. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Data plan
rates may apply. Android Auto requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and Android TM
compatible smartphone running Android 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Android Auto is a trademark of
Google LLC.Enrollment in the trial is required to receive service.

Upon expiration of the trial period, purchase of a subscription is required to continue SiriusXM



Guardian. Services can only be used where cellular coverage is available.The available multimedia
centre, with 3D City and Terrain maps, also includes premium navigation Never program while
driving. GPS mapping and available 3D navigation may not be detailed or available in all areas or
reflect current road regulations. Requires SiriusXM radio subscriptions governed by SIRIUS terms
and conditions available at siriusxm.ca. GPS mapping and available 3D navigation may not be
detailed or available in all areas or reflect current road regulations. All SiriusXM Guardianequipped
vehicles come with a 12month trial effective on the date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle.
Enrollment in the trial is required to receive service. Services can only be used where cellular
coverage is available. Also standard on Uconnect 4C NAV and Uconnect 12.0 systems, SiriusXM
Travel Link displays weather reports, fuel prices, sports scores and much more, while SiriusXM
Traffic gives you a headsup about road problems ahead. Requires SiriusXM radio subscriptions
governed by SIRIUS terms and conditions available at siriusxm.ca. Exclusive to Uconnect 12.0,
SiriusXM with 360L provides a 360degree listening experience via both satellite and streaming,
offering the added functionality of a customized listening experience with up to 5 listener profiles, as
well as personalized ondemand content. Requires SiriusXM radio subscriptions governed by SIRIUS
terms and conditions available at siriusxm.ca. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with
voice commands, when it is safe to do so. Voice commands of phone require a Bluetooth compatible
phone. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do
so. Certain features not available while the vehicle is in motion.Customer’s existing iPhone data
rates apply to internet supported features.

Vous pouvez notamment dicter et envoyer des messages, selectionner des chansons, creer des
rappels et definir des entrees dans le calendrier. Certain features not available while the vehicle is in
motion.Customer’s existing iPhone data rates apply to internet supported features. Based on latest
available competitive information. Class based on Light Duty pickups. Android Auto is a trademark
of Google LLC.. La navigation facile sur l’ecran tactile et la reconnaissance vocale permettent
d’ecouter votre musique preferee grace a Google Play, d’obtenir un itineraire grace a Google Maps
et de poser a Google vos questions les plus urgentes. Driving while distracted can result in loss of
vehicle control. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. Requires SiriusXM radio subscriptions
governed by SIRIUS terms and conditions available at siriusxm.ca. From Country hits to Garage
Rock to playoff hockey action, stay entertained and in the know during all your travels. The available
new SiriusXM 360L serves up more than 200 channels and features personalized recommendations,
complete voice control and compatible smartphone integration. Requires Internetenabled mobile
device. See dealer for details. This feature is not intended for use by the driver while the vehicle is in
motion. Always drive carefully.La connexion 4G couvre un rayon de 15,24 m 50 pi et peut prendre
jusqu’a huit appareils en charge. Always drive carefully. Vous pouvez aussi vous servir de la pratique
application Uconnect MD de votre telephone intelligent pour demarrer votre vehicule a distance, le
rechauffer ou le rafraichir avant d’y penetrer et verrouiller ou deverrouiller les portes. Services can
only be used where cellular coverage is available.Only use mobile phones and other devices, even
with voice controls, when it is safe to do so. Certain features not available while the vehicle is in
motion.Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control.

Siri Eyes Free requires an iPhone equipped with Siri. Certain features not available while the vehicle
is in motion.Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to
do so. Voice commands of phone require a Bluetooth compatible phone.. Gerez au moyen de simples
commandes vocales la radio et le systeme de navigation livrable en option de votre vehicule ainsi
que votre telephone intelligent. Using simple voice commands, you can control your vehicle’s radio
and available navigation system, and your smartphone. Le nouveau service SiriusXM 360L Requires
SiriusXM radio subscriptions governed by SIRIUS terms and conditions available at siriusxm.ca.
livrable en option, lance sur le tout nouveau Ram 1500 2019, propose plus de 200 canaux et offre
des recommandations personnalisees, une commande vocale complete et une integration avec les



telephones intelligents compatibles. If you have concerns about the operation, function or
performance of your vehicle, take it to an authorized FCA Canada Inc. It’s peace of mind, delivered
straight to your inbox and on demand when you need it. Le service SiriusXM Travel Link presente
des renseignements detailles sur les conditions meteorologiques, y compris des previsions sur cinq
jours, des cartes meteorologiques et des alertes de tempetes violentes, ainsi que les prix du
carburant dans votre region, l’horaire des cinemas locaux et les plus recents resultats sportifs. Le
service SiriusXM Traffic vous aide a eviter les embouteillages en signalant les accidents et les
travaux de construction importants, ainsi que les fermetures de route.For even more convenience,
the RamBox comes with a 115volt electrical outlet for power tools and battery chargers, and
includes a bed divider.Convex mirror controls are located on the driver’s door. The 3500 is also
available with Single Rear Wheel and Dual Rear Wheel configurations. That’s nearly 16 metric
tonnes.

What’s more, thanks to a dynamic centreline display with hookup assist and an available
ClassExclusive AutoLevel Rear Air Suspension with bedlowering mode, hitching your trailer is easier
than ever.The frame is engineered with 9 separate highstrength steel crossmembers to give the
3500 excellent diesel payload of 6,910 lb 3,134 kg and amazing gas payload of up to 7,680 lb 3,383
kg. On dual rearwheel models DRW, the standard leafspring rear suspension is upgraded by the
addition of auxiliary leaf springs with higher 2 nd and 3 rd stage spring rates. This technology
engages automatically to optimize braking performance when needed and to help your brakes last
longer. The ClassExclusive Ram Active Air TM technology boosts engine performance by
automatically switching where the intake air comes from, drawing air through the grille in normal or
hot conditions, or drawing air through the fender when it’s wet or snowy.This is a driver
convenience system, not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of
their surroundings and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid collisions. This is a driver
convenience system, not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of
their surroundings and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid collisions. Using
advancedtechnology sensors, the system activates if it senses an impending collision by alerting the
driver with audible and visual warnings. In the event the driver doesn’t respond to the warnings, the
system will apply the brakes for maximum deceleration, even without driver intervention. The driver
must remain aware of their surroundings and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid
collisions. The driver must remain aware of their surroundings and be prepared to take corrective
action to avoid collisions.
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